
FEEL YOUR

FEELINGS

IMPROVE YOUR 
EMOTIONAL HEALTH



Name it. So often, we don't identify our feelings and unwittingly act out their effects. This is what

happens when we get testy or grumpy with no understood cause. It also happens when we know

we are expected to behave a certain way. We try to put on our happy faces, but our psyche

suffers behind empty smiles. Instead of ignoring how we feel in return for a falsified image, we

should be identifying our feelings. This prevents them from becoming overwhelming.

Most of us are experts at avoiding our emotions. It is how we "deal" with life. Our emotional

survival mode keeps us from lashing out, oversharing, and acting ridiculous. But avoiding emotions

is actually counterproductive. It doesn't allow us to fully process our thoughts and feelings. The

end result is increased stress and the risk of emotional overload. Instead of avoiding our feelings,

we should embrace them. This is the way toward better emotional health.

Claim it. Do not be ashamed of your emotions. They may be caused by chemicals in the brain,

experiences in our past, or something as simple as blood sugar. Being okay with how you feel

allows you to better understand why you are having that emotion. The acceptance of the feeling

transforms into control over it.

Reframe it. Once you have identified and accepted your emotion, it loses its hold over you. This

gives you the chance to adjust your emotion based on your understanding of it. You become free

to get rid of the feeling and move on. It is liberating, calming, and makes the world seem less

chaotic.

Feeling your feelings is not the same as acting upon them. It is more about self-

reflection. You can better understand and handle yourself during emotionally-charged

times by identifying your emotions, accepting them, and adjusting them.

Name it. Claim it. Reframe it.

On the next page, you'll find a feelings list that will help you get through the process of naming,

claiming, and reframing your emotions.  Use it when you are feeling strong emotions, and pick the

two that you are feeling the most. Once you have identified your strongest feelings, ask yourself

questions about it. Why do you feel this way? What are your feelings causing you to do?   Be

open-minded and honest with yourself, and you'll be successful in reframing your emotions every

time. Running from your emotions is an instinctual response that stems from the deepest part of

our brain meant for survival in a fight-or-flight situation. A much better approach to emotional

health is to confront your feelings head-on, and create the ability to improve them. If you'd like

help processing your emotions and changing them for the better, contact The Marriage Place,

and get started on the path to emotional clarity.



HAPPY

cheerful, delighted, elated, encouraged, glad,
gratified, joyful, lighthearted, overjoyed, pleased,

relieved, satisfied, thrilled, secure, optimistic

Feelings
LIST OF

LOVING

affectionate, cozy, passionate, romantic, sexy, warm,
tender, responsive, thankful, appreciative, refreshed,

pleased, comforted, reassured

HIGH ENERGY

energetic, enthusiastic, excited, playful, rejuvenated,
talkative, pumped, motivated, driven, determined,

obsessed, jittery

AMAZED

stunned, surprised, shocked, jolted, enlightened

ANXIOUS

uneasy, embarrassed, frustrated, nauseated, ashamed,
nervous, restless, worried, preoccupied, scared, tense,

fearful, terrified, insecure, indecisive, cautious, 
hyper-vigilant

CONFIDENT

positive, secure, self-assured, assertive

PEACEFUL

at ease, calm, comforted, cool, relaxed, serene

OVERWHELMED

apprehensive, boxed in, burdened, confused,
distressed, guarded, hard pressed, panicky, paralyzed,

tense, weighted down, edgy

ANGRY

annoyed, controlled, manipulated, furious, grouchy,
grumpy, irritated, provoked, frustrated, hateful, cold,

icy, bitter, cynical

TRAUMATIZED

shocked, disturbed, injured, damaged, unloved,
unlovable, hated



LOW ENERGY

beaten down, exhausted, tired, weak, listless,
depressed, detached, withdrawn, indifferent,

apathetic, lazy, bored

Feelings
LIST OF

ALONE

avoidant, lonely, abandoned, deserted, isolated, cut
off, detached, disconnected, unwanted

SAD

unhappy, crushed, dejected, depressed, desperate,
hopeless, grieved, despairing, heavy, weepy

BETRAYED

deceived, fooled, duped, tricked, mislead, skeptical

CONFUSED

baffled, perplexed, mystified, bewildered,
misunderstood, disoriented

ASHAMED

guilty, mortified, humiliated, embarrassed, exposed,
stupid

DISAPPOINTED

let down, disheartened, disillusioned, distrustful

INVISIBLE

forgotten, overlooked, unimportant, disregarded, lost
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Name 2-3 feelings you are experiencing now.

 

 

What thoughts are accompanying the feelings? (I can't succeed, I'm not lovable, I'm miserable)

How are your feelings showing up in your body (tightness in chest, rapid heartbeat)?



Now that you are aware of your feelings, what is an activity you can do that will allow you to

experience those feelings in a more positive way? (exercise, journaling, praying, talking to a

friend)

Reframe those thoughts to something more realistic.  (I haven't succeeded yet.  I am imperfect

but I am lovable)

 

How have you typically behaved when you experienced these thoughts and feelings in the past?

(binging, drinking, isolating, shopping, sleeping, etc)



Understanding your role in your current relationship issues 

Getting unstuck from the same painful cycles you find yourself in over and over

Conflict resolution

Effective communication

Setting healthy boundaries

Identifying and stopping unhealthy behaviors that are damaging your

relationship

Making positive changes that can benefit your relationship

Teaching you strategies to cope

Our relationship experts meet one-on-one with clients via phone or video

conference. This gives our clients the flexibility to do sessions from the location of

their choice and allows us to serve clients from all over the world. 

 

Some of the areas a relationship coach can help you with are:

 

 

These sessions are generally 50 minutes in length and most clients meet weekly.

Scheduling is flexible and can be customized to meet your needs, schedule and

preferences.

READY TO WORK WITH US?

 

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

ONLINE

 SESSIONS

https://themarriageplace.com/counseling-services/marriage-therapy/

